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When I started at Renewable Energy World in the fall of 2007 as a parttime news editor, the year 2020 seemed eons away and predictions
about what would be by that date seemed easily plausible. But here we
are in 2018, just two years away from the big 2020. And so to kick off
2018 I went back and re-read what experts were predicting for renewable energy in 2020. Here’s what I found:
Wind EU: [March 2009] “The European Wind Energy Association
(EWEA) has increased its latest targets for installed wind capacity
from 180 gigawatts (GW) to 230 GW by 2020”
Reality Check: Not quite, but close. According to
statistics the EU had about 167 GW of installed wind
capacity at the end of 2017. Our wind outlook (p. 9)
offers GWECs prediction that about 14 GW of installed
capacity will be added in 2018 and 2019, which would
bring 2020 to about 195 GW.
Wind China: [June 2008] “Some experts are estimating that by 2020 China’s installed base of wind power
will total 100 GW.”
Reality Check: Boy, did we underestimate China. At the end of 2016,
China had 169 GW of installed wind capacity and at a rate of about 20
GW per year, we can expect that China’s installed capacity in 2020 will
be more than double the 2008 predictions.
Thin-film PV: [April 2009] “The proportion of thin-film technologies
in newly installed systems is expected to increase to at least 20–30
percent by 2020.”
Reality Check: Um, no. This prediction is way off. Back in 2008/9,
there was a shortage of silicon that was scaring the heck out of the
solar industry, with skyrocketing raw material prices. Bets were being
placed on thin-film because it didn’t rely on silicon. But, the shortage was quickly resolved and c-Si PV took the vast majority of market
share. Paula Mints says the thin-film market share is only 5 percent.
Germany Jobs: [April 2008] “According to revised government figures, as many as 400,000 people could be employed in the renewable
energy industry in Germany by 2020.”
Reality Check: Not bad. According to IRENA’s 2017 jobs report, Germany has about 334,000 people working in the renewable energy industry today. Adding 66,000 jobs in two or three years seems possible. ◑

Jennifer Runyon, Chief Editor
RENEWABLE ENERGY WORLD
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SOLAR

Solar in 2018: Better Technology,
Record-Breaking Installations
Top industry
experts say that
in 2018, high efficiency
Mono c-Si modules
and high-voltage
inverters will take more
market share, and
distributed generation
will start to pick up.
JUNKO MOVELLAN, Contributor

Solar PV is becoming cheaper
than ever. Almost every month, a
new industry “low” is set and broken. In September 2017, the U.S.
Department of Energy announced
that the U.S. solar industry had

achieved the 2020 utility-scale solar cost target of US $0.06/
kWh, three years ahead of schedule and is moving toward
the 2030 goal of $0.03/kWh. The following month, a solar tender for a 300 MW PV plant in Saudi Arabia was bid at the low
price of US $0.179/kWh. This record was soon broken in Mexico with solar at $0.177/kWh November.
Solar has become one of the least expensive options for
new power generation and is lower than the cost of most fossil
fuel-powered generators, enabling solar installed capacity to
expand faster than any other fuel. Most analysts predict that
the 2017 global solar installed capacity will be around the 100
GW mark and 2018 is expected to see continued growth.
Renewable Energy World asked some of the world’s top
industry experts to share their perspectives on technologies
and markets for the year 2018.

Solar Module Technologies: Mono c-Si
Multicrystalline-silicon (Multi c-Si) PV modules have dominated the global PV market over monocrystalline-silicon (Mono
c-Si) due to the cost advantage, however, high efficiency Mono

15 MW Solar
system in the U.K.
Credit: Sungrow
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Solar

c-Si modules have started closing the cost gap.
According to Paula Mints,
SPV Market Research, in 2016
Multi c-Si had the largest
share at 54 percent of global
module shipments. However,
in 2017 Mono c-Si is expected to have a 49 percent share,
bypassing Multi c-Si.
Mints said that in 2016
manufacturers began adding passivated emitter rear
contact (PERC) mono (P-type)
capacity because it offers
more margin control through
slightly better manufacturing
costs and an ability to slightly increase prices. New additions of mono PERC capacity
began coming online in 2017.
“The trend is mono’s taking more market share and it
will continue in 2018. PERC
has become a mature technology and will be put more
in mass production,” stated a
spokesperson for JinkoSolar,
a vertically integrated solar
manufacturer.
LG Solar, another solar
company, echoed the trend of
Mono c-Si, but with N-type.
“LG has invested heavily on N-type Mono-Si technology and will continue to do
so because it brings the most
value to customers in terms
of cost versus efficiency,”
said David Chang, Director of
U.S. Sales for LG Electronics’
Solar Business.

PV Global Shipment Share by Technology
100%

Others

80%
Mono-Si
60%
40%
Multi-Si

20%
0%

2013

2014

2015

2017

PV Global Shipment Share by Technology. Credit: SPV Market Research

In terms of technological innovations in modules, LG is looking
at bifacial modules and AC modules, by utilizing N-type Mono-Si
as the fundamental technology. JinkoSolar also considers N-type
and bifacial to be hot technology in 2018. Bifacial modules can
utilize light from both sides and therefore significantly increase
the electricity yield of PV systems.
Besides LG and JinkoSolar, a growing number of PV manufacturers have engaged in development of high efficiency bifacial
modules. According to SPV Market Research, shipments of bifacial modules are expected to be less than 1 percent of global solar
shipments in 2017 but will increase with utility-scale deployment.

Inverter: 1500-volt and Bigger String Inverters
As PV projects continue to trend toward larger systems, threephase string and higher voltage inverters have started gaining a
market share in large C&I and utility-scale markets.
“A major trend of the inverter technology is the shift to 1500volt DC systems, instead of 1000-volt DC systems in utility projects.
Sungrow has developed both string and central inverters rated at
1500-volt DC,” said William Zhou, VP of Sungrow.
Another trend is that string inverters are getting bigger and
bigger in capacity, and low capacity central inverters are being
replaced gradually, even in utility-scale applications.
“It is true that three-phase string inverters are gaining more
and more attention in recent years, especially for C&I applications. For large-scale installation, central inverters are still
the first choice. It’s hard to decide which type of inverters are
gaining more market share as more varied PV applications are
being developed and inverter selection should take the actual
RENEWABLE ENERGY WORLD
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conditions into consideration,” he said.
In fact, last year Sungrow
released a virtual central
inverter concept, which combines the benefit of the command and control of central
inverters with the lower O&M
of string inverters for utilityscale markets.
The company currently
offers the world’s most powerful 1500-volt string inverter rated at 125 kW, which can
support up to a 12-MW power
block design while maintaining 99 percent maximized
efficiency. The size for string

inverters is expected to be even bigger in the near future, according to the company.
Central inverters are also increasing in size. The company
offers 1,500-volt central inverters with a total capacity of 2.5 MW
and 3 MW and is developing a 3.125 MW central inverter, which
will support up to a 12.5 MW block design.

Distributed Generation Market: Growth Expected
Although utility-scale solar has been the biggest market segment,
distributed generation (DG) is expected to start picking up.
“DG market is growing fast globally, especially in China and
the U.S. We have provided string inverters with varied power
ranges for those markets,” said Zhou of Sungrow.
“There is strong evidence of a shift from large-scale solar to
DG — maybe not in absolute volume but definitely in growth
percentage. This can be attributed to a variety of issues associated with utility-scale solar from transmission cost to curtailment to availability of land. This shift is evident in countries

THERE’S A LOT OF LIFE IN ONE BATTERY.
Rolls Gel Series batteries are ideal for
off-grid and backup solar applications.

• Tubular plate technology, suitable for high cyclic use and
float applications
• Durable ABS case
• Vertical or horizontal mounting/installation
• Wide range of capacities & sizes
• 20+ year cycle life in float applications
• Low self-discharge

Visit us at NABCEP’s 7th CE Conference
in NIAGARA FALLS Mar 19-22, 2018
Find a distributor at rollsbattery.com or call 1.800.681.9914
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such as EU, Japan, China,
and the U.S.,” said Chang of
LG. “Both bifacial and AC
modules should enable DG to
grow more.”
JinkoSolar agrees that
DG in China is growing. The
company also expects that
China, the U.S., and Europe
will be the biggest solar offgrid markets in the future.

China Continues Leadership
According to SPV Market
Research, PV development in
China grew by 53 percent in
2017 to 52 GW, accounting for
more than 50 percent of the

global solar capacity. Will China remain dominant in 2018?
Sungrow expects that traditional PV markets like the U.S.,
Europe, and China will continue to grow and that India and
emerging markets such as Brazil and South Korea will also
boom because of those countries’ growing power demands and
commitment to a shift toward clean energy.
“We expect growth in 2018 in Canada, U.S., EU, Japan and
South Korea. We remain very bullish on the U.S. market as they
see a shift to DG, where high efficiency N-type Mono-Si modules
can flourish,” Chang said.
JinkoSolar is anticipating India to continue to expand, driven
by the country’s 2020 target, high demand for power and relatively high-power price of fossil fuel. The company also lists Australia, Spain, Saudi Arabia, and the UAE as growing countries
and Egypt as a new market.
JinkosSolar thinks that 2018 will be flat or see 10 percent
growth, but this is highly dependent on the policies in China and
somewhat hinging on the U.S. trade case decision. ◑

RENEWABLE ENERGY WORLD
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WIND

Bigger Turbines, Better Economics,
More Digitization on Deck for
2018 Wind Power Market
As we enter 2018, here’s a high-level
overview of which wind energy trends
to keep your eye on in the coming year.
WILLIAM STEEL, Contributor

By almost all estimates, 2018 should mark continued steady
rise of onshore wind in mature markets coupled with a
strong progression in emerging markets as wind energy
cements its position as a mainstream energy technology.
After passing a major milestone in June 2017, of 500 GW of
wind capacity installed, the most recent Global Wind Energy
Council’s (GWEC) Outlook provides a bright forecast for wind,
with its Moderate Scenario pitching global new installations

reaching almost 80 GW/year
and a total installed capacity
of 797 GW by 2020 up from
around 60 GW/year in 2017
(see Fig. 1).
With $112.5 billion invested through 2016, the sector, which employs over 1.2
million people, stands out as
one of the fastest growing

Wind turbines
in the clouds.
Credit: Pixabay.

RENEWABLE ENERGY WORLD
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Wind

Market forecast for 2016–2020
Annual installed
capacity growth rate (%)

Cumulative capacity
growth rate (%)

21.9%
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712.4
636.9

17.1%
14.8%

564.9
13.7%
12.7%

432.9

496.9

Cumulative
capacity (GW)

Annual installed
capacity (GW)
Source: GWEC
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Fig. 1. Global cumulative market forecast through 2020, moderate scenario. Credit: Global Wind Energy Council.

industrial segments in the world, and “a major driver” in the
global energy transition, according to Steve Sawyer, secretary
general of the GWEC.
The industry continues to see innovation across a range of
metrics. A staple example: turbine capacity continues to increase
— in Europe, more than 90 percent of new onshore turbines
that were ordered through the first half of 2017 were larger than
3-MW. That most major OEMs will begin installation of 4-MW
machines through 2018 indicates this trend will persist.
Recent industry focus on low-wind generation is coming to
fruition too, opening wind power up to previously untapped markets in new places.
These developments are contributing to the increasing competitiveness of wind against other forms of generation, new and
conventional alike. A 2016 report from the investment firm Lazard estimates the levelized cost of unsubsidized wind electricity in the U.S. at $32-$62 per MWh. Meanwhile, Bloomberg New
Energy Finance’s New Energy Outlook 2017 predicts the levelized cost of onshore wind will nearly halve by 2040.
Against this context, Sawyer describes two important tipping
points in the transition to renewables. The first, he says, we’re
already in the midst of: “In many places onshore wind is the
cheapest way to bring new capacity onto the grid — the major
competition is solar PV, so that’s what we like to see.”
10
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“The second is when wind,
and solar, become competitive with incumbent, existing generation. At that point,
the case for shutting down
old plants from an economic perspective becomes compelling. Particularly in OECD
markets, I think we’re going
to see this playing out more
strongly in the near future.”
That said, Sawyer acknowledges downward price pressure is nevertheless bringing
fresh challenges for the industry: “The wind industry has
two conflicting mandates: one
to deliver the largest number
of carbon-free electrons at the
lowest price, the other to create local jobs and investment.
The two don’t always match
up. It’s a conflict found in
many markets,” he said.
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Annual market forecast by region 2017–2021
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Fig. 2. Annual Market Forecast through 2021 for Asia, Europe, North America, Latin America, Middle East and
Africa and the Pacific. Credit: Global Wind Energy Council.

“I don’t think downward
price pressure is going away
anytime soon — it’s a big
issue for OEMs. I expect to
see more consolidation, more
people pushing to grab marketshare at the expense of
profits — which isn’t good for
the industry in the long term.
Still, while the competition
will be fierce, the most recent
wind industry outlooks from
the IEA indicate wind will
emerge as the dominant
source of all power generation by 2040.”
Beyond the turbine, the
increasing application of
novel digital and IoT analytics that optimize O&M are
providing yet more space for
improved business cases to
emerge from.

As the wind sector matures, it does so in the context of a
rapidly evolving energy ecosystem. With this change comes
opportunities. Last year, for instance, saw the arrival of several battery storage systems co-located with both onshore
and offshore wind farms. This new model opens up new revenue streams for operators — an important development for an
industry being pushed to operate at lower margins. With more
colocation projects in the pipeline for 2018, one can expect
intriguing discussions on whether pairing wind energy and
battery storage will become a new norm.
Going forward, wind is expected to expand in the established markets of China, Europe, and North America. However,
emerging markets, in particular in Latin America, are expected
to attract investment (see Fig. 2). You can read individual market outlook pieces, which Renewable Energy World published in
December, by clicking on the links provided.
Sawyer sums up his thoughts about 2018 and beyond nicely: By all accounts, wind power is going to play an increasingly dominant role in the energy systems of the future. There
will inevitably be bumps along the way, but the technology
has matured to the point where it is very competitive and reliable. And we’re not done improving the technology yet, not by
a long shot.” ◑
RENEWABLE ENERGY WORLD
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A L L R E N E WA B L E S

2018 Renewable
Outlook Stable:
Renewables Can
Now Self-Sustain
The Trump administration is not likely to stop the growth of
the renewables market in the U.S. The tax incentives rolled out
during the Obama administration have served their purpose and
the lion is now out of its cage. Renewables are here to stay.
GREGORY REMEC, Contributor

Renewables have been growing in developed and developing
markets over the last decade. Why? Falling costs thanks to
advancements in technology, first with wind power and evolving with solar in recent years. In fact, more efficient technology has made renewables competitive to the point that the
phasing out of incentives has begun. Over the past decade,
investors have gained confidence in how these sources of
energy can be predicted. And the more costs continue to
decline for renewables, the more they will take market share
away from the traditional energy markets.
Proof of the sector’s staying power, and solar in particular, rests with the very ratings Fitch assigns to these projects
and how stable they have performed over time. Whereas the
somewhat uneven rating performance of wind projects belies
a market very much in its infancy and trying to find its footing,
Fitch-rated solar projects have been upgraded over the last
year and are emblematic of a renewable energy source that
has ironed out the proverbial kinks in recent years.
So with renewable energy undoubtedly entrenching itself as
12
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a global industry over the last
decade, what will the next 10
years bring? The short answer
is “more growth” and notably, “self-sustaining growth.”
As the market evolves, growth
will this time be supported by
advancements in battery storage technology. While developing markets will see demand
for power continue to grow,
the same trend will likely

RENEWABLE ENERGY WORLD
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Global sustainability.
Credit Pixabay

flatten out for developed markets, though the expected roll-out of
electric vehicles could add to demand.
Power consumption will also become more dynamic over the
next decade. The roll-out of smart meters in developed markets
will allow for better real-time demand and price signaling, with
digital integration within households likely to accelerate this
process. Self-generation may culminate in a move toward local
distributed systems in some locations, though self-generation
is not universally achievable. Gas-fired generation is still very
important and may in fact increase thanks to the abundance
and flexibility of global liquefied natural gas. Even coal, deemed
by many to be a globally obsolete form of energy generation,

will remain in countries
with domestic coal resources, though its slow and inevitable decline is continuing in
developed markets.
Below are five notable
trends worth keeping an eye
on over the next 12 months:
Renewables Will Become
More Self-Sustaining: Subsidies and tax incentives
enabled renewables to gain

RENEWABLE ENERGY WORLD
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traction with investors while
capital cost decreases are
making renewables competitive on their own. Tax policy
changes in the U.S. would likely reduce benefits for renewables projects, though overall
costs for renewables are likely
to continue declining as global
demand increases. The overall cost of electricity for renewables will be even more competitive with or without their
own subsidies especially if
carbon emissions become taxable and increase the cost of
thermal power generation relative to renewables.

Technology Will Be Key: Advances in technology are a main
driver behind cost decreases for renewables. Increased wind turbine capacity from the same footprint and better efficiency of PV
systems are reducing the cost per unit energy generated. Manufacturing cost decreases driven by higher demand and competitive pressures are also helping to cut equipment costs. Similarly, operating costs are falling for renewables as the number of
qualified operators and technicians grows. Battery technologies,
in early stage development, are likely to mirror the same cost
reduction curve as solar panels as cheaper and more reliable
battery systems are developed. This will make battery technologies alongside solar generation a viable and economic alternative
to grid-based power.
Slow Power Demand Growth: Demand for power has stagnated in developed markets and is growing in developing markets. Advances in energy efficiency and consumption management have effectively offset organic growth in energy demand in
the largest markets, and those trends are not likely to change.
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Market forces are replacing the oldest and most costly utility
The Trump administrascale thermal plants with gas-fired and renewables capacity in
tion’s rejection of the Paris
greater numbers. Sustained economic growth may allow enerAccord is not likely to stop
gy demand to outpace efficiency-driven demand reduction, but
the growth of the renewthe vulnerability of the currently favorable phase of the economic
ables market in the U.S. The
cycle increases with time.
tax incentives rolled out durEV Charging Infrastructure Will Need Investment: Electric
ing the Obama administravehicles are a potentially disruptive technology that could dration have served their purmatically increase demand
Projected Western Europe / North America solar capacity
for electricity. Not only will
Solar capacity (GW)
massive EV fleets require
300
power to charge their batteries, those same batter250
ies can be leveraged while
plugged into smart net200
works to help act as dis150
tributed resources to balance supply and demand.
100
The main impediments
are infrastructure (which
50
is not yet built) and the
0
considerable invest2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026
ment needed ahead of the
Estimate
Forecast
expected onslaught of EVs.
Solar installed capacity in Western Europe and North America is expected to
While growing rapidly,
the EV market has still not advance steadily through 2026. Credit: Fitch
materialized to levels predicted by earliest investors; rapid growth may follow the intropose and the lion is now
duction of exciting and affordable new vehicles promised by
out of its cage. Renewable
cutting edge manufacturers.
energy is here to stay. And
Power Prices Remain Stagnant: Many competitive power
with much of the buildout
markets are saturated with oversupply. As a result, they have
in renewables coming from
some of the lowest real electricity prices in history, with some
state government incenmarkets regularly exposed to negative wholesale power prictives that far supersede any
es. Modern gas-fired plants are helping to keep prices low even
efforts at the Federal level,
when renewable resources are not available. And markets or
renewables are in a position
regions with relatively higher prices will attract those same
to self-sustain growth over
competitors and technologies, likely leading to similar price
the next decade. ◑
pressure. Power prices are vulnerable to many potential shocks
Gregory Remec is a senior
be it new emissions regulations, changes to tax codes, technoldirector in Fitch’s Global
ogy disruptions, political turbulence or environmental activism,
Infrastructure group.
though any pricing jolt may only be temporary.
16
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NOMINATIONS
ARE NOW OPEN!

RENEWABLE ENERGY WORLD WILL RECOGNIZE
THE NEXT GENERATION OF SOLAR INFLUENCERS
Renewable Energy World will recognize 40 solar energy professionals under the age of 40 who are
fearlessly challenging and changing traditional solar business models.
We invite you to nominate these solar influencers – your friends, peers, colleagues and partners – to be
part of the inaugural class of Renewable Energy World’s Solar 40 Under 40.

NOMINATE
SOMEONE
TODAY!

RULES
-Nominees have to be under the age of 40 before April 30, 2018.
-Nominations will close April 30, 2018 at 11:59 pm EDT.
-Winners will be announced during Intersolar North America, July 10-12, 2018.
Find all the details at: https://solar40under40.renewableenergyworld.com/
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Creating and Maintaining a
Microgrid: Tools to Get You from
Concept to Reality to O&M
Increased interest in microgrids coupled
with better and more robust digital tools
to operate and maintain assets is leading to
innovation in the microgrid design space.
JENNIFER RUNYON, Chief Editor

If the energy industry learned anything in 2017, it was that
energy systems are highly vulnerable to damage from hurricanes, wild fires and other natural disasters and work should
be done to make the world’s electric grids much more resilient.
Enter the microgrid, a concept that has been around for
decades but is only now beginning to be recognized for the full
benefits that it can offer. Because they are attached to the larger
grid, but have the ability to function as a small grid, microgrids
can be put in place around critical infrastructure like hospitals,
schools, police stations, and shelters in any given village, city or

town across the world. This
way, if the greater grid experiences an outage, grid operators can first restore power
to the microgrid, bringing critical power to people when they need it. Once
the microgrid is functional, crews can work to restore
power to the greater grid.
In addition to the resiliency
aspect of microgrids, they also

Diagram showing how utilities
are seeing more DERs on the
grid, including solar, wind, and
energy storage. The circle above
represents a microgrid. Credit:
Bentley Systems/Siemens.
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carry with them the benefit of
allowing for greater integration of renewable energy.
“If you want to have renewables at a high penetration,
it’s just easier to do that on
a microgrid,” said Peter Lilienthal, CEO and founder
of Boulder, Colorado-based
HOMER Energy, maker of
microgrid modeling software.
Lilienthal added, “big utilities
will tell you they are doing
great at 20-30 percent [renewable energy integration] but
on a microgrid you can do 80
percent easily.”

Start from Scratch
Lilienthal describes the
microgrid design process as
having three phases. The first
phase is when all that exists
is an idea.
“I think there is real value
in playing around with ideas,”
he said. “What doesn’t work
well is for someone to have a
really concrete idea of what
the system should look like
early in the development process because they are probably wrong.”
HOMER Energy’s software
has been used by more than
150,000 people in 193 countries in the 25 years it has
been in existence. Lilienthal explained that he created the software in 1992 when
he worked at the National Renewable Energy Lab

HOMER Pro electric load profile screen. Credit: HOMER Energy.

(NREL) and then he privatized it when he founded his company,
HOMER Energy, in 2009. Major customers include World Bank,
General Electric, Caterpillar, ABB, and Tesla.
“What HOMER Pro is good for is understanding the tradeoffs,”
explained Lilienthal, adding, “the more renewables or storage
you have, the less you need your backup generator…what drives
the tradeoffs is the economics.” The software combines the technical simulation and optimization with economics so that users
can evaluate those tradeoffs.
Once you have figured out your design, you begin selecting
components for your microgrid, said Lilienthal, which is another
place that the software shines.
“We call that detail design,” said Lilienthal. “That’s where you
narrow it down and you are choosing between specific components,” he said.
HOMER Pro is technology and vendor agnostic and Lilienthal
estimates that his company works with all of the major distributed energy resource (DER) vendors on the market. The software
helps users select components. Vendors are able to pay to get priority placement in the component list, however the software is
not biased in favor of certain companies, said Lilienthal.
“What we hear over and over again is the amount of time that
[DER] salespeople spend educating prospective customers,” he
said, adding that many times these customers turn out not to be
prospective customers at all because a component they might
think they want in a microgrid, won’t actually provide the service they are looking for.
“We do them a big favor by educating their prospective customers,” he said.
RENEWABLE ENERGY WORLD
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Lilienthal said that at this
second stage, users will need
to bring in different software
companies “to start looking at
other things like power flow
on the wires, how much wiring do you need, what kind
of protection devices do you
need, etc.” he said.
The third and final stage is
the construction stage, when
the design is complete, engineering drawings have been
developed and a firm has
been hired to do the construction. The software is not part
of that process.
As far as performing ongoing operations and maintenance (O&M) of the finished
microgrid, HOMER Pro is not
there yet, although the system
does factor upkeep into its
calculations.
“O&M is part of our analysis because we are trying to
minimize total cost of ownership,” he said.
“We can put in a whole
maintenance schedule that
shows after a certain number
of operating hours you need
to do a tune-up or an overhaul
or a major overhaul. So, it’s an
important consideration,” he
said, adding that an integrated
design and O&M software is
something the company would
like to do in the future.
Companies can purchase
a monthly or annual license
for the software. Lilienthal
20
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said they can do a 3-year license and that they have special pricing for academic institutions. Although some utilities use it, like
Horizon Power in Australia and Kauai Electric Coop in Hawaii,
the software is mostly used by engineering firms, equipment
vendors and project developers.
“What we have found is that people that serve the big utilities
aren’t interested in working with the small utilities,” said Lilienthal, adding that island utilities in particular are very neglected,
“so we help them.”

Serving Bigger Utilities
While HOMER’s sweet spot is microgrids between 100 kW and
10 MW, Bentley Systems’ OpenUtilities application, which is now
integrated with Siemens Power Systems Simulation Suite (PSS),
works for any size of network, according to Ton De Vries, Business Development Director for Utilities at Bentley Systems, based
in Exton, Pennsylvania.
However, De Vries acknowledges that if the project is a one-off
small system, it might be best to outsource.
“If it is really small, maybe you are better off outsourcing to
an engineering firm but if you do this frequently or have a mixture of microgrids and you want to continue to regularly expand
the grid and modify or replace equipment in the grid, the tool is
equipped for doing both,” he explained.
Utilities use software like Bentley’s OpenUtilities, to create a
model of their grid infrastructure. The technology can be used
to create a microgrid within an existing grid, and offers decision
support tools to make the process of adding DERs to an existing
grid more efficient. De Vries explains that in general that process
can be quite lengthy with traditional methods.
“That process takes time and includes the planning department to do the calculations,” he explained. “One of the components we are providing with OpenUtilities is a decision support
tool that, on the fly, supports decisions based on your company’s parameters.”
De Vries explained that users can set the utility’s parameters
for components on a grid and then when the project is seeking
a permit, “by just providing the address of the [proposed] DERs,
[the permitter] will get a response back whether the system will
stay within those boundaries or will go over,” he said.
If a DER, such as a solar array or storage system, will not
exceed the utility’s pre-determined boundaries, then the project
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capabilities in the OpenUtilities application, we are providB1
B2
ing designers and engineers
Generator
Generator
with the capability of geoB3
B4
graphically and — from a cost
On/Off
Power
in
Solar array
Master
perspective — optimizing their
controller
design as well as from a power
Buildings powered
by main grid only
quality perspective.”
Campus
two
B1
Generator
The applications together allow utilities to not only
Generator
B2
model their entire grid, with
all of the DERs included, but
also allows them to perform
simulations and see how gridBuildings in microgrid
Base perimeter
edge power will integrate into
Buildings not powered by microgrid
the whole network.
“The influence of distributA basic representation of campus microgrids on an Air Force installation.
ed energy resources on the grid
Each campus has separate energy resources and both campuses are
edge requires utility compacontrolled by a master controller to island them from the main grid and
nies to be a little cautious of the
direct power within or between them. Credit: U.S. Air Force illustration
components and the power flow
by Jeff Pendleton.
at the grid edge,” said De Vries.
moves forward. But, “if it
Finally, as the microgrid moves through the design process and
goes over then it must go to
is ultimately built, what results is the physical microgrid, built using
the planning or engineering
OpenUtilities and a digital twin, which engineers can optimize by
department to see what kind
running simulations to determine, for example, how they could
of modification is needed,”
increase the power output of the microgrid, optimize the maintesaid De Vries. This is where
nance schedule, or optimize the performance of the system.
Siemens comes into play.
Announced last year at
Barriers to Adoption
DistribuTECH, the integraDe Vries acknowledges that while utilities are starting to embrace
tion of Siemens and Bentley
digital tools, there is still a ways to go. “It’s an evolution driven by
combines Bentley’s expertise
requirements,” he said. Today, utilities have a lot to manage and
in infrastructure asset modwhile some are embracing digital tools, oftentimes the result of
elling and GIS with Siemens’
those tools is a static model, “so while you are digitizing part of
knowledge and experience
the process, you are not creating a digital representation of the
in energy system planning
asset you are managing and maintaining,” said De Vries.
and simulation.
Bentley is trying to make the process easier.
“What Siemens brings
“We are starting to offer these capabilities fully hosted in the
to the table is the qualicloud, which means that internal IT work and cost are minity of power,” explained De
mized, giving utilities the option to deploy these systems pretty
Vries. “By including those
quickly and also get quick return on investment,” he said. ◑
Wind turbine

Campus
one

Buildings
powered by
main grid only
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Unpacking the Value Stack:
The Challenge Facing the
Energy Storage Industry
Even though energy storage was one of the
hottest topics in 2017, the industry has a long
way to go before utilities recognize (and compensate)
storage assets for all of the benefits they can offer.
ZACH POLLOCK AND CHAD ABBEY, Contributors

Distributed energy storage systems have long been touted as
the holy grail of grid modernization. After all, storage can be
leveraged to address opportunities and challenges on both the
customer and utility side of the meter. Setting aside cost and
permitting considerations, batteries are, in theory, an eloquent

solution to addressing the
increasingly complex operational requirements of the
electric power delivery system.
The flexibility provided by
energy storage assets is largely due to the fact that storage

Customer site showing
a front-of-the-meter
energy storage
application. Credit:
Smarter Grid Solutions.
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can operate as a generator or load. In addition, advanced invertfrom equipment overloader capabilities can provide grid services such as reactive power
ing and failures to more comand voltage control. However, locking in long-term financial cerplex scenarios that result from
tainty from multiple value streams on an energy storage applithe two-way power flow introcation has remained a challenge, mostly because technological,
duced by distributed energy
performance, and cost breakthroughs have largely outpaced the
resources (DERs).
requisite business model changes.
Historically, utility investSome states are waking up to the unique benefits of energy
ments were triggered by prostorage. California, Oregon, and most recently New York have
jected load growth typicalenacted procurement targets in recent years – often as complely informed by factors like
mentary or compulsory initiatives for meeting ambitious renewnew construction and serable energy standards.
vice requests (often normalAt the Federal level, the Federal Energy Regulatory Commisized to account for variance
sion’s recent notice of proposed rulemaking on Electric Storin weather). Marginal costage Participation in Markets Operated by Regional Transmission
of-service studies would then
Organizations and Independent System Operators recognized
identify the costs associatthat market rules designed for traditional generation resources
ed with meeting these future
may act as barriers to emerging technologies
like energy storage.
While these federal and state initiatives are
Google. Apple. eBay. Microsoft.
good signs that storage value is beginning to be
Amazon. Starbucks. Tesla.
recognized, energy storage installations today
mostly consist of independent use cases focused
on either behind-the-meter or grid-tied applications. California, for example, has the majority of behind-the-meter applications largely
due to a combination of high distribution tariff demand charges and the incentives provided
through the self-generation incentive program
(SGIP). PJM has historically accounted for a sigNow offering over 4,000 acres of build-ready and
nificant amount of wholesale capacity thanks
geothermal-tested lands. Favorable development
in part to modifications to frequency regulation
climate. Adjacent power plant, freeway, rail, and fiber.
Contact us today.
compensation resulting from FERC Order 755
that ultimately led to market saturation.

Global leaders
choose Nevada.

Capacity is No Longer King
The utility distribution planning process has
traditionally involved identifying potentially detrimental conditions on the grid and finding ways to solve them through utility-owned
infrastructure or “wires” investments. Detrimental conditions can range from loss of load
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Utility payments for
deferred network
upgrades

T&D deferral
Wholesale

Backup
Wholesale market settlements
(capacity, frequency
regulation, etc.)

Wholesale

Peak

Peak

Front-of-the-meter

Behind-the-meter

Rate arbitrage

Host site backup
power payments

Peak shifting
(demand charges,
ToU rates)

The energy storage market has been largely characterized by development of independent use cases focusing on
either behind-the-meter or grid-tied applications. Credit: Smarter Grid Solutions.

needs. Marginal cost-of-service studies are a way of applying
a standard measure for the cost of distribution infrastructure
investments per unit of capacity ($/kW).
Typically, loading situations are encountered seasonally and
last only a few hours per year and as such, spending a lot of
money on a battery to resolve loading constraints has been difficult to justify economically when it is compared against traditional infrastructure upgrades – especially if the capacity of that
battery is not utilized for other use cases. While there have been
a number of utilities that have begun to explore energy storage in
integrated resource plans (e.g., Portland General Electric) or via
non-wires alternatives (e.g., Con Edison, Orange and Rockland),
the inclusion of energy storage in business as usual distribution
planning is still in its infancy.
The combination of flat or declining load growth in many places
and the introduction of intermittent distributed generation sources
like solar have introduced new challenges for maintaining a reliable grid including addressing voltage, power quality, and reverse
power flow issues. This also means that in some instances, capacity expansion is no longer the primary driver of grid investment.
Today, even though most tariffs dictate penalties for failing to remain within utility-dictated operational parameters
(e.g., injection of excess reactive power), resources like storage,
which can correct these system attributes (e.g., achieving unity
power factor), are seldom compensated.

Location-Based Tariffs – A Step in The Right Direction
Today, some utilities are working to refine their cost-allocation methodologies to more accurately value the contributions of investments on specific areas. For example, the value of
24
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distributed energy resource
(VDER) tariff recently introduced in New York State is a
composite form of compensation which combines energy, capacity, environmental,
and location and temporally
specific demand relief value
(DRV) and locational system
relief value (LSRV).
In California, investorowned utilities have tested similar methodologies
through the locational net
benefit analysis (LBNA) process under the Distribution
Resource Plan (DRP) and Integrated Distributed Energy
Resource (IDER) dockets.
Although the components
of the VDER and LNBA attribute more granular locational
values, the fundamental issue
remains that capacity/demand
reduction value is only one of
a myriad of benefits that batteries can provide. While these
methodologies are clearly an
indication of progress in accurately valuing DER, much
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work remains to align the operational flexibility of energy storage
and other advanced technologies with distribution grid values.

Non-Wires Alternatives – The Near-Term Path for Storage?
If locational value tariffs are considered the blunt approach to DER
valuation, non-wires alternatives (NWAs) should be considered the
tactical and targeted way of providing certainty around the ability to monetize multiple applications by compensating third-parties for the ability to meet a system need. While many of the early
solicitations for non-wires solutions focused on relatively simple
loading constraints that could be met by traditional demand-side
resources (e.g. demand response, energy efficiency, and non-loadfollowing DG), the increasing number of constraints (e.g. loading,
power quality, and voltage) identified in recent NWAs are well suited to the operational flexibility of batteries. However, these benefits are not without tradeoffs. For example, NWA solicitations are
typically issued well in advance of operational needs, and thirdparties cannot recognize revenue as quickly as projects which
may be financed based upon existing tariffs today.

Tying It All Together with The Control Platform
An oft-overlooked challenge of balancing multiple use cases
amongst stakeholders (utility, system operators, and third-parties) is the control software used to manage the schedule, commitments, and optimization of the battery. Managing the battery
to meet multiple needs requires both preventative and corrective
actions. Preventative actions that optimize the battery’s schedule
are typically dependent upon forecast data, network model/status
information — both of which can be subject to errors. Therefore,
systems that rely only on preventative models are subject to larger,
conservative operational margins to account for input variance.
Alternatively, when preventative methodologies are combined
with corrective actions using real-time monitoring and control,
much higher throughput can be achieved than solutions that rely
purely on optimization. This joint approach allows each stakeholder to squeeze additional value out of the assets while satisfying the operational limits of the system.
Unlocking the value of energy storage requires recognition of
the unique and concurrent benefits that storage can provide to
the power delivery system. In many scenarios, this requires moving beyond compensating resources solely for historical use cases
like capacity. It is critical that as tariffs and utility planning and

investment methodologies
evolve, appropriate mechanisms are introduced that recognize the unique attributes of
this emerging resource class.
Operationally, advanced, hierarchical control technologies
will also undoubtedly play an
important role in maximizing the value of these storage
assets while ensuring continued reliability of the system. ◑
Dr. Chad Abbey is an
expert in renewables and DER
integration and grid control
and has held engineering,
project management and consultancy roles with utilities
and smart grid test centers.
Zach Pollock leads business
development for Smarter Grid
Solutions in the North East.
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Opportunities Grow for Renewables
in 2018, From Pricing to Packaging

Austin Whitman

is VP, Energy Markets
at FirstFuel Software.
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2017 was a year of ever-changing
odds for clean energy firms. Fortunes
seesawed as the federal government
pulled back on supportive policies,
while cities and states countered with
ambitious renewable energy pledges and goals. The Paris Agreement
and the Clean Power Plan took punches from the Trump administration,
while domestic fossil energy production became a top priority as regulatory agencies were realigned with the
companies they regulate.
In spite of the murky regulatory climate, renewables continue to compete capably on almost every field.
Wind and solar accounted for onethird of new generating capacity additions during the first nine months of
2017, and renewables are closing in on
nuclear, poised to repeat what natural
gas did to coal several years ago.
Corporate buyers are exhibiting
an unprecedented level of interest in
renewables. Facebook and Amazon
to GM and Walmart have begun purchasing renewable energy and investing in projects.
Outside of the typical scrutiny,
much of the attention paid to distribution utilities has focused on business
models and revenues. However, utilities have many opportunities to use
the market momentum for renewables
as a springboard toward the future.
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Expect to see innovative utilities in
2018 enhance service offerings by
incorporating renewable and distributed energy in three key areas:
Pricing: In 2018, utilities will invest
in customer marketing and pricing
strategies to enhance how retail pricing is managed. Data from smart
meters will inform this process.
Options: From customized
arrangements for large customers, to
pre-packaged options for the small
ones, utilities will make sure they
have something to satisfy everyone.
Presenting, explaining and delivering a range of energy solutions will
become a cornerstone of meaningful
customer relationships.
Platforms: While the technical
challenge of integrating intermittent renewables will persist, utilities will spend more time thinking
about the customer. Every time a customer invests in solar, energy efficiency, a battery, or a range of other
technologies, utilities will consider
the impacts — and opportunities —
for the distribution system and will
become increasingly adept at modeling these impacts at the customer
level, with a heavy dependence on an
underpinning of data analytics.
Renewable energy momentum will
continue in 2018, even if the policy
needle continues to flutter. ◑
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